BID FIRST FRIDAY 3/8/15

NAR LIBRARY

- Kerry to follow up w/ Gehry folks

DAN to set up meeting on site
  - cover
  - ligatr behind library

CROSSWALKS

- Matthew to give me locations and I will find out if LADOT can do it

STRING LIGHTS

- Downtown - $60k for 3 months 7th/Flower
  - "Venice" style lights on Cabrillo, Ivan, Cosmo

DAN INVITE GIL DE LA CRUZ TO NEXT MEETING

JACARANDA MID BLOCK

Galo - NO, we can't support cutting down the tree for the spider
BIDS/CPRA/Requests
- Carol Schatz → Mike Feuer

BULKY ITEMS
• Ask Marisol: how big is the container?

Las Palmas camera

• Ask Staff: did we do the motion?

TOUR BUS PARKING
- Selma/east of Highland
- Alley?

Tickets
• Don’t feed meters

• How to publicize?

- Mike Nagel
4/1/16 FIRST FRIDAY

- IVAR LIBRARY
  - Kenny has Szabo's email

- PARKING ENFORCEMENT
  - call Brian Hale

- SPECIAL PASS FOR HOMELESS OUTREACH
  - Contact LADOT - PATH Reggie Love
    Linda Mahaley

- Call Chris Breed

- LAHTF / Hillsman - connect to Kenny

- CROSSWALKS

- BSL Meeting - can we move to 130?
  Tuesday 4/5

- Marisol - size of container?

- Las Palmas camera - status?

- Eeca Alley - LIGHTS/CAMERA/ACTION plan
  Nothing yet - Jackie to contact Continue
$1D FIRST FRIDAY

- Monday - 14
- Tuesday - 8
- Wednesday - 9
- Thursday - 18
- Friday - 11

- Nuisance Properties

- Selma Park - @RAP - Kevin R.

- Homeless Town Hall

- text GL - Selma/Ivar

- HWD/GOWER - pigeons

- Can we do anything?

- Selma/Ivar pop-up

- Hollywood Farmers Market - can on sidewalks

- Meet with downtown

- DCA - 10% fee - Public Art Plan?

present to developers
- DUMPSTER for bulky items
  - BOS was going to provide a roll-off bin
  - Location - Kress
    - size?  - MAUSOL

- Las Palmasamera motion - send a copy of motion

- Vine Street benches  - Linda Siegel

- Bernard's luggage - how to clean it up?

- Whatley/Yucca - Chris Fuentes
  - Matthew Severson - OK

- CRA meeting - Craig Bullock
  - Kerry/ Matthew

- Set up meeting